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Abstract: The edge detection techniques have to compromise between sensitivity and 

noise. In order for the main contours to be uninterrupted, the level of sensitivity has to be 

raised, which however has the negative effect of producing a multitude of insignificant 

contours (noise). This article proposes a method of removing this noise, which acts directly 

on the binary representation of the image contours. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Contour detection is a fundamental technique of image processing. Edges and contours 

play a key role in the human visual system and underpin computer vision applications, such 

as robot guidance, automatic inspection, process control, and medical applications. Contours 

play a key role in the perception of images. It is often possible to understand the content of 

an image that has been reduced to a few basic lines.  Consequently, we can conclude that a 

major part of information in an image lays in objects contours. 

Despite the importance of the subject, at present there is no known technique of tracing 

perfect contours. This is due to the fact that there is a need to compromise between the 

following two complementary features: thin and uninterrupted contour lines and the absence 

of false contours (no noise). 

 

 

2. METHODS OF EDGE DETECTION 

 

 The contours in an image are made up of pixels for which brightness changes steeply 

after a certain orientation. The first contour detection methods are based on gradients, which 

are calculated using first-order derivatives in horizontal and vertical directions [1, 2]. If we 
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look at a digital image as a function of two variables 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), then the gradient vector is 

defined according to relation (1), and the gradient magnitude is defined in relation (2).  
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The points on the contours are those for which the magnitude of the gradient exceeds 

a certain threshold. A simple binarization operation can be applied for tracing the contours. 

The following two filters, known as Roberts filters [1, 2], can be used to estimate the gradient. 

They determine diagonal contours, but are not very sensitive to orientation. Because they are 

as small as possible, they can detect the finest contours. 

 

𝐻1
𝑅 = [

   0 1
−1 0

] , 𝐻2
𝑅 = [

−1 0
   0 1

] (3) 

 

Any contouring technique has to deal with noise-related issues, because they can be 

mistakenly interpreted as edges. For this reason, it is preferable to apply a smoothing filter 

before edge detection [1, 2]. Any smoothing filter would solve this problem, but it is 

preferable one that does not affect too much the edges. The Gaussian filter defined in relation 

(4) is frequently used because it is configurable by standard deviation 𝜎, which determines 

the width of the bell. 

 

𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑒

−
𝑥2+𝑦2

2𝜎2  (4) 

 

This smoothing step may be omitted if the filters that are used calculate the average 

values of the gradient. The next two filters (Sobel) calculate at each step the gradient average 

on 3 lines, respectively on 3 columns [1-3]. Figure 1.b shows the contours of the image in 

figure 1.a, drawn by applying the Sobel filters, followed by a thresholding operation. 

 

𝐻𝑥
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   0    0    0
   1    2    1

] (5) 
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The main problem of all the gradient based techniques is the fact that they rely on the 

first-order derivative, which is nonzero in ramps. For this reason, they draw relatively thick 

contours and artificial thinning techniques are required. To solve the problem, edge detection 

techniques based on the second order derivative were developed [1, 2]. They draw thinner 

contours, but they have the disadvantage of doubling roof edges. 

The Laplace operator for an image 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) is obtained by summing the second order 

derivatives calculated in the horizontal and vertical directions. 

 

∇2𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑥2
(𝑥, 𝑦) +

𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑦2
(𝑥, 𝑦) (6) 

 

Figure 2.a was generated using the Laplace operator followed by thresholding. The 

Laplacian filters can detect fine edges, but they have a high sensitivity to noise. As a result, a 

pre-smoothing operation is required. For efficiency, the two operations (smoothening and 

edge detection) can be combined into a single one using a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter 

that can be calculated based on the following relation: 

 

𝐿𝑜𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) = −
1

𝜋𝜎2
[1 −

𝑥2 + 𝑦2

2𝜎2
] 𝑒

−
𝑥2+𝑦2

2𝜎2  (7) 

 

Figures 2.b and 2.c were generated using the LoG filter, with a standard deviation 𝜎 

of  0.8 and 1.4 respectively. 

An optimized contour detecting method known as the Canny operator is proposed in 

[4]. The proposed method comprises the following steps: 

1. Apply a Gaussian smoothing filter to the original image, for noise reduction. 

2. Use the Sobel filters to determine both gradient magnitude and gradient 

orientation. 

3. Apply a contour-thinning algorithm that reduces all contours to one pixel 

thickness. In the case of thick contours, only the pixel with maximum gradient 

magnitude in the direction of the gradient orientation remains. All other pixels 

will be removed from the contour. 

4. To avoid discontinuous contours, a hysteresis thresholding algorithm is proposed. 

This algorithm uses two thresholds. In the first step, a higher threshold is used, 

based on which the pixels belonging to contours are set. In the second step, a 

lower threshold is used, based on which other pixels are added to the contours, 

provided they are connected to the pixels selected in the first step. 

The contour image in figure 1.c was generated by applying the Canny operator on the 

image in figure 1.a. 
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a.) Original image b.) Sobel filter c.) Canny operator 

Fig. 1. Original image and contour images 

 

   

a.)  Laplacian filter b.) LoG filter, 𝜎 = 0.8 c.) LoG filter, 𝜎 = 1.4 

Fig. 2. Image  contours 

 

 

3. RECENT RESULTS 

 

A Laplacian of B-spline operator for edge detecting is proposed in [6]. The authors 

claim that the new operator outperforms the Canny and the LoG operators in the case of noisy 

images. In [7] is presented a new method for detecting the boundaries of homogenous regions. 

The method is based on gradient intensity and texture variations. The wavelet transform is 

used for calculating a texture representation. A method based on non-linear filtering for 

structure preserving noise reduction and edge / corner detection is presented in [8]. A multi 

resolution edge detection technique is proposed in [9]. For increasing accuracy, the algorithm 

performs edge pattern analysis. A parallel implementation that runs in real-time is presented. 

In [10] is presenred a new contour detection algorithm that is based on quantum entropy. The 

efficiency of the method is demonstrated using different examples. The performance is 

evaluated using the peak-signal-to-noise ratio. An edge detecting method based on fractional 

Fourier transformation is presented in [11]. The authors show that the proposed method 

performs better than classical methods in terms of resilience to noise. A method of contour 

detection based on the Canny operator enhanced with an ant colony optimization algorithm 
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is presented in [12]. A new contour detection method for color images is presented in [13]. 

The method is based on the vector angle between adjacent pixels. An edge detection method 

based on a logarithmic image processing model is presented in [14]. The author claims that 

the proposed method performs better than the classical methods in the presence of noise. A 

new contour detection method is proposed in [15]. The method is based on gradient 

calculation, followed by a frequency domain filtering step. 

A multiresolution contour detection method is proposed in [16]. The method is based 

on Bayesian denoising and inhibition of the surroundings. The gradient is calculated at 

different resolutions then the edges are denoised. In the surrounding inhibition step, the edges 

that represent texture are recognized and suppressed. A technique based on local and global 

analysis is proposed in [17]. The contour detection is performed by integrating the local edges 

detected by filtering with a global saliency map. A histogram difference function is presented, 

for estimating the probability of the pixels to belong to contours. A multi-scale morphological 

edge detection algorithm for noisy images is presented in [18]. The key features of the 

algorithm are robustness and accuracy. An evaluation of the linear methods for image contour 

detection is presented in [19]. The methods are evaluated on basis of sampling errors, output 

noise level, and computational complexity. 

 

 

4. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

 

Of all the filters for edge detection, the Laplacian filter has the most promising results, 

but they are shadowed by the high level of noise. The only way to reduce noise is to raise the 

binarization threshold, but this operation may cause important contours to be interrupted. The 

LoG filter introduces an additional parameter that can adjust the noise level. This is the 

standard deviation 𝜎  that controls the width of the Gaussian filter that performs the initial 

smoothing operation. But unfortunately, the initial filtering does not completely solve the 

problem. A large 𝜎 also affects the thickness of contour lines. 

The proposed method is different from the existing ones by the fact that it acts at the 

end (after the LoG filter and the thresholding operation), on the binary contour image. The 

method operation is presented in figure 3. 

 

image thresholding denoisingLoG filter

initial 

contours

( I )

threshold

final contours

( F )

s minimum length

 

Fig. 3. Operation of the proposed method 
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The denoising block performs the following operations: 

1. All the pixels of the final contours image ( F ) are initialized with white. 

2. The initial contours image ( I ) is traversed along lines and columns. For each black pixel 

encountered, the following processing is performed: 

2.1. Initialize a list with the position of the pixel, 

2.2. Change pixel color to white, 

2.3. Add to the list all the black neighbors of the pixel, and their black neighbors, and 

the black neighbors of their neighbours, etc. Change the color of all pixels added 

to the list in white. The eight neighbors of the pixel on line y and column x are 

shown in figure 4. 

2.4. If the number of items in the list exceeds a certain threshold, then the color of all 

the pixels in image F that are located in the positions indicated by the list elements 

will be changed to black. 

x-1  x  x+1

y-1

y

y+1
 

Fig. 4. A pixel neighbors locations  

 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 The image in figure 1.a was used for demonstrating the performance of the method. 

The images obtained after applying the LoG filter for different values of the standard 

deviation 𝜎 are shown in figure 5. To avoid the interruption of important contours, a relatively 

small threshold was chosen. This adds a lot of noise in the countours. The result of applying 

the contour cleaning algorithm is shown in figure 6.  

 

   

a.)  𝜎 = 0.6 b.) 𝜎 = 0.8 c.) 𝜎 = 1.4 

Fig. 5. LoG filter contours 
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a.)  𝜎 = 0.6 b.) 𝜎 = 0.8 c.) 𝜎 = 1.4 

Fig. 6. Cleaned LoG filter contours 

 

 For verifying the properties of the method, it was applied on a set of “standard” 

images, which are commonly used in literature. The test images are presented in figure 7. 

They were taken from [20]. The contours of these images were drawn using the Sobel and 

Roberts filters, the Canny operator and the proposed method. The results are presented in 

figures 8.1 and 8.2. 

 

     

a.) Cameraman b.) Jetplane c.) Pirate d.) Blonde woman e.) Peppers 

 

Fig. 7. Set of test images 

 

    

a.) Sobel filter b.) Roberts filter c.) Canny operator d.) Proposed method 

 
Fig. 8.1. Comparison of the results 
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a.) Sobel filter b.) Roberts filter c.) Canny operator d.) Proposed method 

Fig. 8.2. Comparison of the results 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The method presented in this paper can be used to eliminate noise from contours 

generated with the LoG filter, adding an additional optimization parameter: minimum length 

(the minimum number of adjacent black pixels). This allows lowering the binarization 

threshold, to avoid interrupting important contours. The proposed algorithm is relatively 

simple and acts directly on the binary representation of the image contours. The contours 
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obtained in this way are clean and firm. They are visually superior to those obtained using 

classical techniques.  
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